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In this initial phase of State of Unsettlement, a wide
network from the Netherlands and United Kingdom
have been connected through meetings, workshops
and lectures. During the project, we shared our
research and different journeys with students and
design practice, to seek friction and dialogue to
stimulate a deeper discourse and engagement.
State of Unsettlement would like to thank everyone
who was involved and gave their support during this
complex endeavour to investigate in the ambiguous
process of Brexit. The State of Unsettlement initiators
would like to give a special thanks to all contributors
for being such an inspirational work group, always
connecting, debating and seeking a sense of optimism,
while being in a state of uncertainty.
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State of
Unsettlement
Brexit
Through the design-led initiative of
designers, makers and researchers,
State of Unsettlement was created to
stimulate experimental collaboration
through work sessions, presentations
and workshops. These sessions were
held over various locations in the
United Kingdom during the lead up
to Brexit on March 29th 2019.

This publication marks a key moment
in time, connecting a period of the
unforeseeable tumult called Brexit,
and the project State of Unsettlement.
On the morning of June 24th 2016, we woke
up to discover that the United Kingdom
had voted to leave the European Union.
The prime minister had resigned and
Scotland was considering a referendum that
could bring the very existence of the United
Kingdom to an end. The narrow victory of
51% to leave and 49% to remain in the EU
indicated a clear division within UK society.
The next 34 months consisted of political
meltdown and emotional debates based on
complex and false information. Throughout
this time Brexit was categorised as a
British problem, to be negotiated with
in a conservative economy survival mode.
However, Brexit represents something
much bigger and more problematic; the
fact we seem embarrassingly unaware of
how divided our societies are.

Helen Carnac, Fabrizio Cocchiarella,
Paul Harper, Thor ter Kulve, Study O
Portable (Bernadette Deddens and
Tetsuo Mukai) and Abbie Vickress.

State of Unsettlement explores how
creative practices can contribute towards
or facilitate alternative views on this current
social climate. Working through the themes
of relations, mentality, material, spaces and
the sense of collaborative dreaming, we
want to engage differently with the world
around us.

State of Unsettlement underlines the
importance of uncertainty as a positive
strength and urgency in making and
researching, producing a mentality of
openness, flexibility and collaborative
nature, all in order to rethink the way we
view and interact with our surroundings.

The project has been set up with a
collaborative, democratic nature. Initiated
by Judith van den Boom, Lisa Mandemaker
and Anne Vaandrager, acting as a core
team of project facilitators and researchers,
State of Unsettlement is in continuous
development through creative collaborators
and contributors:

We believe in times of uncertainty and
fragile negotiations, creative practices
should influence a more positive climate
and ecology, shifting current perceptions on
society, building experimental safe-spaces
where we can raise questions, explore
the alternate and share dialogue. State of
Unsettlement created a space to explore
forms of enacting for makers, to create
individual and collaborative work that is
embedded in an artistic and critical vision
on political friction, giving voice and agency
to the collaborative act, the shared thought
and open discussion.

With this publication a new chapter begins.
With thanks to all contributing.
State of Unsettlement
29.03.2019

03.03.2018

391 Days

Brexit Cultures: The lived
experiences of Brexit
Stage1 at Makerversity: London, UK

The term “state” refers to a set of
different, but interrelated and often
overlapping, theories about a certain
range of political phenomena.
The act of defining the term can
be seen as part of an ideological
conflict, because different definitions
lead to different theories of state
function, and as a result validate
different political strategies.

Philosophy of History, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel

It could well be that in the next few
decades the way that human beings
occupy the planet will radically
change. It is becoming clear that
humanity is on the edge of its third
epoch of worldly occupation – which
we could call the age of unsettlement.
How place, economy, the present and
future are all perceived will change.
Unsettlement will produce a change
in human psychology itself. While
the form of the future is still unclear,
some things are discernible.
Unsettlement will give rise to a new
mode of living and working which
itself will require a huge design effort.

Design as Politics, Tony Fry

05.07.2018

267 Days

Design and Brexit:
Country for Sale

Lecture at Showroom: Arnhem, Netherlands
ArtEZ Product Design Salon 2018

30.10.2018

150 Days

New Brexit Activists:
What types of new
solidarities have
emerged?
Lecture at Brexit Wounds: Cultural responses to Leaving the EU
Manchester Metropolitan University, UK

27.11.2018

138 Days

Waiting for Brexit:
Deferral, delay
and uncertainty
Stage2 at MMU: Manchester, UK

02.03.2019

27 Days

Future of Brexit:
Optimism as Activism

Stage3 at
CSM: London, UK

29.03.2019

0 Days
...
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Judith van den Boom
Judith van den Boom's methods of research
and practice are grounded on the idea of
practical idealism. Her work stems from
an active mentality to work together on
the expanding consciousness and roles of
designers in today’s rapidly transforming
environmental, technological and cultural
landscape.
Judith graduated from the Royal College
of Art and is working as designer, maker
and lecturer with in a broad international
network. As Head of the bachelor Product
Design ArtEZ (NL), she focuses on
delivering a new generation that builds
new practices. Next to this Judith founded,
with Fabrizio Cocchiarella, the Unidentified
Facility Collaboratory, to connect their
collaborative search for detected forms
of design practice and research.

Richard Sennet states in his book
Together, (Sennet, 2013) that living with
people who differ — racially, ethnically,
religiously or economically — is one
of the most urgent challenges facing
civil society today. Sennet states
that to enable collaboration in the
segregation of today’s society, it needs
more than good will, it is a craft that
requires skill. Thin Spaces states the
importance to design the space for
softness and improvisation, allowing
area’s for citizens to find new ways of
understanding and developing relations
and purpose. Grasping a sense of ‘thin’
in our surroundings to connect a sense
of spirit of place and community.

Judith van den Boom

Thin Spaces
Enabling softness as ways
of designing openness.

Richard Sennet states in his book Together, (Sennet,
2013) that living with people who differ — racially,
ethnically, religiously or economically — is one
of the most urgent challenges facing civil society
today. Sennet states that to enable collaboration
in the segregation of today’s society, it needs more
than good will, it is a craft that requires skill. It is
these disappearing bonds in society that reveal the
precariousness of living together and reveal how we
act out our values and time in our surroundings. If this
human ability to seek new relations in our mental and
physical world is under threat, let’s consider the role
design can undertake to mediate and make playful
suggestions to understand different perspectives on

how we live together. It would mean to break open our
ideas about space, time and the cultivated dimensions
that we have developed around us. How can we design
spaces for the ambiguous nature of humanity to
enable a deeper sense of connectedness?
In the practice of design, the maker can be a tinkerer
and enabler, using the quality of unsettlement and
friction, to keep thinking in flexible modes and
inventive ways to showcase new perspectives how
we connect the past, present and future around us.
Creative practices are able to use an experimental
vocabulary and turn scenario’s inside out to re-word
and re-write, enabling a new voice in how we relate
to people, spaces and objects and stimulate an
openness to embrace a re-think the living systems
we have developed. Thin Spaces is an investigation
into ways for designing openness, by re-thinking the
line drawn between public and private spaces and
developing a new form of softness and engagement
with our living environment. The sense of ‘thinness’
is about a different mindset, by thinking new about
the dimensions we are living in and highlighting the
importance of mental and physical experiences.
State of Unsettlement is researching in the backyard
of Brexit, looking further than merely the politics,
but finding different angles from spaces, people and
possibilities. Within this, Thin Spaces is underlining the
belief that softness is important in society, not merely
in how we design our spaces but also how we encounter
and engage with the world around us. By bringing the
attention to the strength of softness, we can make
room for the ambiguous nature of living together.

An influential thinker about perceptions of space
was Louis le Roy, a Dutch landscape artist who
developed the Ecokathedraal, a building project in
Heerenveen (NL) with the intention to finish in the
year 3000. This commitment of time seems hard to
comprehend, but Le Roy is using the process and
participation in our living environments to a new
realisation about the space we inhabit. He uses
the tool of participatory ownership, and in relation
to Sennet’s statement, he adds the idea of time
and nature into the constellation. Louis Le Roy
developed a strong criticism on the modern urban
transformations, and how it deliberately seems to
squeeze out the ambiguous human factor, making
room for the monotone systems excluding a sense of
human expression and ability to experiment. Le Roy
states, ‘Life cannot evolve without the free use of
physical space. Land should be seen as heritage and
time as a form of continuum and process involvement.’
(Ecokathdrale Process, 2005.) Through these ideas the
emphasis of a good practiced form of living together
is set on the need for space to allow free thinking and
exploration, developed with an understanding of will
and participation, not regulations.

It is this constellation of time, space and participation
that is the foundation for Thin Spaces. The idea of
creating a sense of softness is based on the desire
to encourage optimism and spontaneity in our living
spaces. The term ‘thin spaces’ was originally used
as identification of specific places in the natural
landscape where one could experience different
dimensions, a ‘thinness’ of mental, physical or a
sacred world. The ancient pagan Celts used the term
to describe mesmerising places between heaven and
earth, as a 7th dimension, creating interrelated spaces
between your mind, surroundings and spirituality.
Through centuries, these locations developed into
places of pilgrimage to find sacredness, and encounter
a something undefinable yet trusted spaces.
Viewing the current state of our living environments,
this sense of trust of softness in spaces seems
to disappear rapidly, meaning not only the hard
measured dimension and materials but the increasing
lack of engagement, understanding and openness for
different views. Our surroundings have increasingly
become places of regulations, of the mental and
physical divide, of public and private, rejecting the
potential of shaping a new vision and dimension.
Our living environments have been developed with a
functional and economic reason to work and live in,
meanwhile politics and regulations have pushed the
boundaries of economic profit without nourishing a
sense of care for softness in society and communities.
The transitional gaps and undesignated spaces in
our environment have been marked with negative
association instead of a notion of possibility. Its these
unplanned spaces in transition that have the potential

to be radical and free, allowing a process of time and
participation. Designing softness through this sense
of liminal spaces creates the potential to encounter
a societal thinness. By re-thinking the measurements
of how we practice living and engagement, we could
shift from space that obstruct to a sense of invitation.
Drawing out ideas that stimulate ideas on experiential
engagement, altering our notion of ownership, usage
and private and public.
Looking back in history, cities made an effort to
improve the welfare of communities in radical ways,
altering the face of our streets. An example of change
in the cities in the United Kingdom was by the Public
Health act in 1875, through introducing front-door
spaces as part a battle to improve ill living conditions.
For council houses the front garden became a new
element as part of the Domestic Revival, to improve
health by running water, drainage but also the
engagement of green spaces to stimulate healthy
practices for communities. The front yards became
a space to enable more healthy mental and physical
engagement, unfortunate but in recent years, this
physical space is battling with the lack of space and
lack of imagination how to live in our cities, turning
over in grey paved parking lots. Front yards are one
of the many examples that allowed a softness and
engagement, and is under pressure of the continued
monoculture threatening communities to afford
area’s that allow the intervention of spontaneous
development of meeting spaces, growing vegetables,
improvised play areas or social initiatives. Our
surroundings are turning ‘thick’ and closed off,
pushing out the much-needed wonder, imagination
and connection with the surroundings we live in.

Thin Spaces states the importance to design the
space for softness and improvisation, allowing area’s
for citizens to find new ways of understanding and
developing relations and purpose. Grasping a sense of
‘thin’ in our surroundings to connect a sense of spirit
to a place and community. Le Roy took an inspiring
step by taking a space and stripping it from a sense
of ownership or economic profit and reaching forward
in time, for future generations, and open our minds to
think anew about the relation we have with the spaces
around us. What form will our living spaces take, when
softness and thinness becomes a value in how we
design the environment around us?

Sennet, R. (2013) Together, the rituals, pleasures and politics
of cooperation. Penguin, London.
Le Roy, G.L. (2005) Het Ecokathedrale proces, Stichting Tijd
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Helen Carnac and Paul Harper
Helen Carnac’s work, research and other
professional commitments bring together a
diverse, but connected ecology of teaching,
advocacy, studio-work, curation, mentoring,
and writing. Finding the most appropriate
means and strategies to enable knowledge and
understanding to emerge in a range of settings
is at the core of Helen’s work. Helen has a solid
grounding and education in making and in the
applied arts, always taking this knowledge to
be a starting point. Her approach is expansive
and connective, aiming to develop knowledge
and forge new thinking and links from this
grounded practice.
This has been tested most recently through
working with the dancer and choreographer
Laila Diallo in a process based practice since
2012, their most recent works have been shown
at Whitechapel Gallery(2016), Arnofini Gallery
(2015) and The Dovecot, Edinburgh (2015).

Paul Harper is an lecturer and writer, and a
freelance consultant. He currently lectures on
history and theory at Middlesex University, and
The Sir John Cass School of Art, Architecture
and Design, London Metropolitan University.
Paul has worked in a variety of roles in the
arts and was a founding director of Alias Arts
CIC, which provided advice and support to
artist-led organizations. He left this role in 2013
and continues to advise arts organisations on
a freelance basis (with a focus on artist-led
initiatives). His research interests are focused
on the social value of art and craft. Paul is
currently collaborating with Professor Alice
Kettle at Manchester Metropolitan University,
thinking about making and positive models of
leadership.
Paul is a Trustee of The Craft Study Centre
at The University of Creative Arts, Farnham.

At this uncertain point, we propose
to commit ourselves to a daily email
exchange - the content of which
may include images, quotations and
references, conversations, thoughts
and reflections. This will be both a
process of sense making and a form
of research documentation, appropriate
to the moment – fragmented,
inconclusive, open, and experimental.
The exchange, At the Time of Writing
I have Nothing to Say, will conclude
when we leave/decide to stay/ wake up.

Helen Carnac and Paul Harper

At the Time of
Writing I have
Nothing to Say
States of Uncertainty.
The Death of Language.

At the start of this project we made a joint
proposal. We had previously worked together
to create convivial situations in which an open
exchange of ideas could take place. This was
partly a response to the alienation that we
often felt from the ‘discourse’ surrounding
our own disciplines. There seemed to be an
equivalence with the divided nature of the
Brexit debate. We had a simple set of intentions:
to assert an outward looking attitude; to think
about mechanisms by which we can continue
to connect outwards towards our fellows in
Europe; and finally to connect with our British
fellows with whom we disagree on Brexit. Our
proposal was to instigate a series of walks in
port cities, which we saw as liminal sites, places
of transition that face both ways – outwards
towards the wider world and inwards, towards
the interior. We associated them with the
movement of things, the migration of people
and with the blending and shifting of cultures,
an ambiguous condition usually accompanied
by a strong sense of place and local identity, a
paradox that sat alongside the striking fact that
the majority of British port cities voted ‘leave’.
Caught up though we were in our own views on
the rights and wrongs of Brexit, we wanted to set
that aside and think about engaging positively
with our new reality – whatever way the unfolding
situation developed. This proposal was consistent
with our previous practice, and it was altruistic
and optimistic in outlook. The Brexit project had
been divisive and damaging - whatever the final
outcome, that was what we needed to address.

Is there another word…
seems too strident…
we wanted to continue
to develop an outward
looking attitude?
I am not sure if this is a
word I would use? Could we
use friends or colleagues?
Is it also about connecting
to people we don’t know?
That has always been my
intention. In that case
people may be better word?
I don’t feel like ‘our British
fellows’ works either...I’ve
always felt European…so is
it just to connect with those
with whom we disagree on
Brexit…though I can’t say
I particularly wanted to
connect…but maybe rather to
discuss the situation/climate?
We wanted to find people
that we didn’t know and
wouldn’t probably meet in
another situation?

I know that you felt
this but have to say I
didn’t…I wanted to think
differently and shift some
perspectives?
I really don’t feel this,
especially in regard to the
word ‘whatever’…I think for
me there is a kind of gradual
acceptance of change but I
can’t yet feel positive about
many of the changes taking
place and get angry at the
idea of shifting.
I really don’t feel like this!

We would uncover a shared sense
of place that could be detached from
chauvinistic and xenophobic nationalism.
By the time that we met in London at the
beginning of March, our plan seemed somehow
redundant. Our clarity of intention was lost. Our
sense of what was happening, always uncertain,
was now unhinged. Even our purposeful,
directed anger had dissipated into a generalised
sense of despair and impending disaster.
Connecting was still central to our thinking.
Paul was fearful that he was in danger of
becoming the angry left-behind, hankering
for a golden past when we had been members
of a perfect union. He asserted a desire to
recover his sense of agency, his sense that he
could actively shape his world - to embrace
uncertainty and change – and even to be able
to make common cause with leavers, based on
shared values. For Helen there was a personal
aspect to this, relating to people close to her
(can you write this bit?)….
…and now we are a week away from the 29th
March. Each day brings more speculation - the
unfolding reality flows relentlessly around the
immovable rock of Theresa May’s deal. We’ve
crossed the Rubicon and uncertainty is our
permanent condition now…

Is this too idealistic?
I don’t want to be detached
but remain in touch with
this and fight to make
things change...
Extreme nationalism takes
many other forms… is it all
forms of nationalism and
radicalism?
My memory at this point
was that you were feeling
more optimistic? Did that
change suddenly again?
Inverted commas?
I don’t think I can…it’s not
something that I want to
publish, but I have some
close people that have very
different views to me. For
me having spent so much
time in Europe, studying
there in the early 1990’s,
teaching and working in
many parts of Europe and
having very close relations
over the last thirty years
my sense of remaining
European is so solid that I
don’t believe this will ever
change even if we are no
longer in EU…
But I feel certainty about
how I feel about being
European.

THAT WHEREOF WE
CANNOT SPEAK,
THEREOF WE MUST
REMAIN SILENT.

Why not admit that
other people are always
Organic to the self,
that a monologue
Is the death of language
and that a single lion
Is less himself, or alive,
than a dog and another dog?
Wittgenstein

Louise Macneice

LET ME BE CLEAR.
Artists must resist certainty… an
important political/polemical role
for art… to critique all forms of
certainty – whether it is authoritarian
politics or all forms of knowledge.
Ambiguity and contradiction are
it’s central lifeblood – showing that
these are not just mistakes at the
edge of understanding, the way that
understanding is constructed, we are
aware of constructing meaning rather
than receiving information. These
are all natural to art and are all kind
of models of understanding how the
world could be…

William Kentridge

Theresa May
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Fabrizio Cocchiarella
Fabrizio Cocchiarella is a designer,
lecturer and researcher at Manchester
School of Art. Current work through
design practice utilises psychical
research as a lens from which to reinvent design scenarios that explore
the phenomenology of experience,
re-interpreting ‘ways of seeing’ our
relationship with the physical (and
metaphysical) through ‘para-design’.
An alumni of Design Products at the
Royal College of Art, Fabrizio is also the
co-founder of the Unidentified Facility
Collaboratory with Judith van den Boom
which connects their collaborative
search to investigate new forms of
design practice and research.
www.para-design.org

A study into perceptual experience and
the way people ascertain fact from fiction
through rumours, presents new challenges
for design to look beyond what is perceived
as ‘normal’ and explore the realms of
fantasy rationale as a way to design new
meaning, behaviours and environments.
What if design considered alternative
perspectives to imagine beyond the
current reality? We seem bound by our
political systems, economic pressures and
commercial market-led decision making.
The current system in which our reality is
materialised relies on design producing for
ideals that perpetuate the same problems
that created a ‘state of unsettlement’
within our cultures and climate.

Fabrizio Cocchiarella

Psychic Products to Visionary Rumours
Rethinking how design can shape
human existence in modern times
A study into perceptual experience and the way
people ascertain fact from fiction through rumours
presents new challenges for design to look beyond
what is perceived as ‘normal’ and explore the
realms of fantasy rationale as a way to design new
meaning, behaviours and environments. What
if design considered alternative perspectives to
imagine beyond the current reality. We seem bound
by our political systems, economic pressures and
commercial market-led decision making. The current
system in which our reality is materialised relies
on design producing for ideals that perpetuate the
same problems that have got us into a ‘state of
unsettlement’ within our cultures and climate.

As designers design to ‘solve problems’ do we inhibit
our opportunities to design ourselves into new possible
futures? By focusing on fixing and being ‘realistic’
are we placing barriers in front of our creativity to
re-work rather than re-invent? Are we inhibiting our
opportunity as designers or perhaps should we be
celebrating being unrealistic in order to imagine
things that perhaps haven’t been imagined before
(Dunne, 2019). Could this be where true innovation
lies? Testing the previously thought to be un-testable?
To imagine the previously un-imaginable. What do we
have to lose? Perhaps we should be materialising our
dreams, listening to our imagination and celebrate
being constructively unrealistic in order to explore new
territory in design. Design has the ability to create new
methods for living and new modes of reality, enabling
opportunity to mobilise change through shaping
human existence in modern times.
In thinking about what ‘the real’ is and how we engage
with what is ‘normal’, perhaps we should be thinking
about what is beyond our current knowledge and find
ways to encounter and explore territory we still don’t
currently understand. In exploring notions of the
‘para-normal’ could this be new territory for design to
examine how personal belief influences the perception
of how we engage with the ‘everyday’?
The term paranormal in this context refers to “a
proposition that has not been empirically attested to
the satisfaction of the scientific establishment but is
generated within the non-scientific community and
extensively endorsed by people who might normally
be expected by their society to be capable of rational
thought and reality testing” (Irwin, 2009, p.16-17).

An exploration of paranormal phenomena in relation
to current political and geographic tensions could
be a way from which to measure the psychological
state of divided communities and an opportunity to
rethink philosophical priorities. As humans become
more disconnected from collectiveness, metaphysical
notions can be attributed to manifestations according
to the archetypes of modern fantasy. The UFO,
ghosts, supernatural powers, psychic phenomena
and experiences of telepathic connection could be
the manifestation of visionary dreams that deal
with conflicting traumatic issues in the self and
in relationship with lived experience. Many are
experiencing a growing ‘Psychic Disturbance’. In
confusing times of fake news and fake truths could
it be pertinent that people in all societies look for
comfort in symbolic visionary rumours.
Through the common metaphysical interventions of
the paranormal there is an opportunity for design
to investigate the role of the ‘psychic product’,
how it is manifested and how it is encountered.
As geopolitically we become more nationalistic,
phenomena like Brexit illustrates how communities
may detach and isolate themselves in their own
confirmation bias. Independence is defined through
a ‘psychic disturbance’ (Jung, 1959) based on hopes,
dreams and fantasy rationale.
Through State of Unsettlement the aim is to explore
inventiveness that develops notions of self within
a collective context. The notion of the paranormal
is something everyone can connect with, it is in our
histories, folklore, belief systems and cultural values,
it acts as a reference to nature and science, posing

plausible explanations for the unknown. Imagination,
fascination and fantasy nurtures a human desire for
discovering alternative truth, reality and rationale. It
investigates new possible futures outside the current
commercialised world view that could be more
valuable towards a ‘nature of living’.
Through design adopting an experimental approach
merging science (what we know or can attempt
to measure and prove) and creative speculation
(prediction and invention) to investigate the
opportunity to explore sense making through the
lens of parapsychology it is possible to mediate and
translate perceptive experiences through design’s
alchemical ability to direct, analyse and materialise
ideas into physical form. Through designed tools
that re-invent how we interpret the world through
refocusing our parameters for evaluating, measuring
and experiencing it, psychic products tantalise the
imagination within a grounded realism. Contemporary
work examining the anomalous (Irwin, 2009) (e.g.,
haunted locations) has established associations
between the designed environment through staged
haunted experiential scenarios and its effect on
wellbeing and behaviour (Anette et al., 2016)
allowing opportunity to consider alternative factors
in designing for experience. Through adopting a
scientific approach to design to inform and evaluate
the success of designed objects and environments,
how can design ‘emotionally engineer’ the built
environment as an interface from which to explore
‘para-normality’ and extend visceral experience.
The Psychic Product conceived through a process
that goes beyond current modes of design practice,
perhaps Para-design in their nature have the potential

to investigate the science of human behaviour and
relationships between location based phenomena,
environmental qualities and paranormal belief.
Practice through Para-design utilises psychical
research as a lens from which to re-invent design
scenarios that explore the phenomenology of
experience. There is potential here to inform
applications for research, enriching social and
cultural relationships with place, establishing
new connections with environmental ecology and
developing new insights for architecture, design,
spatial planning and interpretations for living in
uncertain times.
By stimulating conversation and action around new
approaches to design practice, designed objects
become tools to test perceptual experiences of the
anomalous and notions of possible interpretations
of the real. Psychic Products explore the territory
between ontology (the way we make sense of being),
phenomenology (the way we read our environment)
and psycho-geography (the way we translate space
and find meaning in the design of places) to create
Visionary Rumours that shape how we engage with
‘LIVING THE DREAM’.

Annett, M. et al. (2016) The Living Room: Exploring
the Haunted and Paranormal to Transform Design
and Interaction. Proceedings from 2016 ACM Conference
‘Designing Interactive Systems’, Brisbane, Australia,
pp1328-1340.
Dunne, A. (2019) A Larger Reality. Fitness for What
Purpose? Essays on design education celebrating 40years
of the Sir Misha Black Awards. Editors, Mary V Mullin,
Christopher Frayling. Design Manchester, Eyewear
Publishing, pp116-117.
Irwin, H.J. (2009) The Psychology of Paranormal Belief:
A Researchers Handbook, University of Hereford Press.
Jung, C. G. (1959) Flying Saucers, A modern myth of things
seen in the sky. Routledge & Kegan Paul.
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Our squares, whether small or big,
have been the stages where people
all around the world for centuries
have trade, transit, recreate and
protest. These are the places where
our cultural diversity becomes most
obvious, but also forms the backdrop
of our divided society.

Thorwald ter Kulve
Thor ter Kulve is a Dutch designer
based in London. His work re-defines
public space, inventing products that
enables natural or civic typologies to
be transformed into tools, furniture and
solutions. With a mission to challenge
the value statement of a public location,
Thor enables everyone to re-think the
rules of civic environments. Driven by
democratic design, Thor nurtures his
relations both with other designers and
Labels such as Weltevree or Opendesk
but also working within the fourteenpeople strong collective in the Woodland
Workshop or the paired collaboration
with Adam Blencowe for the interior
practice, Studio in Place. Thor received
his MA in Design Products from the
Royal College of Art, London and his BA
Product Design from Artez Hogeschool
voor de Kunsten, in Arnhem.

Shows include, Salone De Mobile,
London Design Festival, Aram Design
Gallery and Dutch Design Week
to name a few.

I want to research this stage, its wider
functions in history and contemporary
times, and its relation to the broader
urbanisation of cities. But also, to use
the stage as a place for experimentation
and social, non-biased interaction.

Thorwald ter Kulve

Who Owns
the Square? +
The Augmented
Refraction
Device.
The rainbow making machine
that turns a puddle of rainwater
into a rainbow.

20.03.2019

A random conversation.
London, Chrisp Street Market.
Thor: Hello sir. How are you?

Thor: I’m self employed, I have a workshop around the
corner and work as a furniture designer or maker.

Man: Yeah, good.
Man: Okay and how is that working out for you?
Thor: I’m sorry to just interrupt your day like this, but
I’m trying to have a conversion with a stranger on a
daily basis.

Thor: It’s all right a bit uncertain at times, but I can’t
complain. Do you have anything exciting planned for
the rest of the day?

Man: Oh, haha, and how is that going?
Man: No, not really.
Thor: Well it’s a bit odd but I think I’m getting better
at it. How is your day going?
Man: I have been looking for a job.

Thor: Well thanks for taking the time to talk to
me. And I wish you the best of luck with your job
applications.

Thor: Ohh that’s exciting, any luck so far?

Man: Thanks.

Man: No, I’m looking online and on Facebook but I
think I’m just too old. I need to keep applying else
they wont give me my universal credit at the end of
the month. Are you employed?

Thor: Have a good day!
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Lisa Mandemaker and Anne Vaandrager
Lisa Mandemaker is a speculative
designer with a strategic, contextually
aware and critical approach to
research and practice. She considers
design as a catalyst for change and
crafts (future) narratives through
designed artifacts, using these as
a form of storytelling to challenge
assumptions, question or excite.
Making impactful, topical work and
creating strong interventions and
conversation starters are key elements
to her practice. Her work centres on
the effects of emerging technology
and contemporary media, on people
and their behaviour. Lisa graduated
from MA Design Products at the Royal
College of Art.

Anne Vaandrager considers herself
a Design Activist. She uses irony and
sarcasm to address political and social
issues and create design outcomes that
stimulate debate. Her work is based
on in- depth research that focuses on
social shortcomings and inequalities in
society. Her interactive body of work,
primarily consisting of design artifacts
is mainly inspired by low- tech and DIY
culture. A key element in Anne’s work is
moving image. With her videos she tries
to interact, confront and question her
audience.
Anne graduated from MA Material
Futures at Central Saint Martins.

During the EU referendum there were
no set rules, no referees. Using sports
as a metaphor, we will respond to
Brexit, creating a future scenario. The
British have a heritage of inventing
the rules for different kinds of sports:
football, rugby, polo and tennis.
Instead of looking at the founding
ideologies of these sports, it’s time to
look forward and design a new sport
for a new type of society. We aim to
create a new set of rules, a layout
for a playing field, props, uniforms
and merchandise for supporters/
spectators. These artifact(s) will be
produced or communicated into a
piece of moving image.

Lisa Mandemaker and Anne Vaandrager

That’s Not
Cricket
How can a new sport contribute
to new traditions, rules,
expectations and values
in a post-Brexit society?

Jiskefet, English Sports (2014)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E_6d3JBBo4s

PLAY TURNS TO
SERIOUSNESS

AND SERIOUSNESS
TO PLAY

BALL
BEHAVIOUR

Egg

UFO

Nano

Twin

Peanut

Tumbler

Blob

Gigantic

Guus Kaandorp, Ballpark Figures (2018)

HOW MANY SIDES
DOES A FOOTBALL
HAVE?

In ancient Greece the gods played football with the
world. It is an image that could illustrate the Brexit
negotiations. Who or what is the football? Who are the
players? What can you win? And most importantly,
what can you lose?
At the same time the football playing gods in Greece
are illustrating a mythical attraction of the ball: a
representation of the earth and the universe we live
in, but that we also like to kick against. Nearby and
indefinable at the same time.
Maybe that’s why the ball fascinates us: the ball does
not only roll, it also beholds.
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Study O Portable
Study O Portable, founded by Tetsuo
Mukai(JP) and Bernadette Deddens
(NL), is a research based practice that
makes objects about the designed
environment, and our relationship to the
cultural landscape that enables it, with
a particular interest in the transitional
nature of our ideas towards objects.
The work often catalogues various, and
sometimes disparate notions associated
with certain ideas and objects, and
proposes other potential for the
mundane and ordinary. The practice
maintains a speculative approach to the
definition of designing, and is intrigued
by different modes of thinking related to
things and objects in general.

Since 2009, the work of Study
O Portable has been presented
internationally at such as Design Miami
(Miami Beach, Basel), London Design
Festival (London), Design Parade
(Hyeres), Gallery FUMI (London, Porto
Cervo), Dutch Design Week (Eindhoven)
among others.

All the talks about Brexit and recent
turmoil in geopolitics of Europe are
often difficult to grasp, partly because
we don’t know the actual implications
of these things yet and partly because
the people we listen to don’t know what
is happening or will happen. One thing
that is sure though, is that the physical
impact of what is to come will be felt
mainly in the form of how we move
about within Europe, either traveling
or living abroad.
Our proposal is about the relationship
we will have with the new reality and
how we can relate to it through two
things we are familiar with.

Study O Portable

Familiar
Feeling of
Uncertainty
A proposal for a temporary
installation
All the talks about Brexit and recent turmoil in
geopolitics of Europe are often difficult to grasp, partly
because we don't know the actual implications of these
things yet and partly because the people we listen
to don't know what is happening or will happen. One
thing that is sure though, is that the physical impact of
what is to come will be felt mainly in the form of how
we move about within Europe, either traveling or living
abroad. Our proposal is about the relationship we will
have with the new reality and how we can relate to it
through two things we are familiar with.
The first one is the airport, and specifically the halls
in which you wait for your flight —Departure lounge---.

By nature the airport halls —these lounges— are
places where we are in transit, a kind of purgatory
between here and there. It's also a place that is
symbolic of, as well as crucial to, how we travel most
of the time. In recently years there have been many
attempts to make them more of a destination than a
place you pass through, but what is still constant is
the generic setup of the space, furniture, lights and
acoustics as well as the moving side walk where you
just stand and wait for the destination to come to
you. It's recognisable and it's accepted, for better or
worse, as a part our journey from point A to B. But it's
also a space where we are in an uniquely vulnerable
state with only the most crucial belongings on us.
We all have our different ideas about what this inbetween space means; some of us feel anxious for
the journey, some of us are looking forward to be
in a familiar environment once again and some of
us are just passing through with a certain type of
indifference. But what is supposed to be a orderly
and systematic experience complemented by halfhearted entertainment is often imbued with human
drama. Missing luggage, long queues at the counter
that almost make you miss your flight and let's not
forget the inevitable delays that throw a wrench in
the works in the most crucial moment.
The second thing we would like to talk about is
inflatable furniture. First developed by the US
military in the 40's for creating protective structures
for radars, inflatable objects eventually became
mainstream when, in 1967, the Italian manufacturer
Zanotta began selling the first mass produced
inflatable furniture, an armchair called Blow.

It was introduced as a perfect piece of furniture of
transients and city dwellers because of the practical
advantage offered by the compact size and light
weight when it's deflated. Not very effective in their
furniture form, inflatable objects nonetheless became
a familiar, if not whimsical, piece of cultural marker.
Indeed, you often find inflatable neck protector on
flights serving a purpose closer to its original than
a sofa. This also confirms the original selling point
of inflatable object; light, easy to carry around and
perfect for people who are on the move.
It's something ephemeral embodied in a piece of
furniture. Ironically, one of the main complaints about
the inflatable sofa IKEA tried to sell in the 80's was
that it's so light it just moves around the room all the
time. But of course it would, it's a thin piece of plastic
filled with nothing but air. Still, the idea of an inflated
familiar shape hints at something optimistic and even
magical as long as we don't look at the actuality of it.
The installation we are proposing incorporates
inflatable objects that borrow their shapes from solid
objects found in the airport halls such as chairs, sofas,
lighting, the departure board and other signage,
complemented by an atmospheric sound track as
well as a scent made to mimic that of the airport.
Each of these objects will be filled with a mixture of
air and helium, giving them a breezy lightness. It's
an environment filled with notions of transience, yet
evokes the familiar feeling of uncertainty at the airport.
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Abbie Vickress
Abbie Vickress is a London-based
graphic designer, researcher and lecturer
exploring the collision of authority,
systems, and situation, and their impact
on society and human behaviour.
With an approach to design
underpinned by experiential and
immersive research, Abbie graduated
from Visual Communication RCA in
2014, and is currently Platform Leader
of Experience and Environment on
the Graphic Communication Design
programme at CSM in London.

Abbie is co-founder of Eight Years, a
graphic design research studio based
in South East London. Combining the
approaches of long-time collaborators
Rebecca Penmore and Abbie Vickress,
Eight Years has an emphasis on design
sensitivity and intuition, creating
crafted, purpose-driven outputs ranging
from experiences and workshops to
publications, websites and identities.

Created in response to 59% of Britain’s
believing government is not listening
to ‘people like them,’ Conversation
Currency uses designed prompts
and objects to facilitate and record
conversations, conflicts and questions
around the family dinner table. These
conversations will be accessible via an
online archive and sent to government
in monthly instalments. By making
multiple dialogues and perspectives
easily accessible, Conversation
Currency aims to highlight and
prioritise the anxiety around cultural
and social change and conflict, over
anxieties about economics post-Brexit,
and future dinner table divisions.

Abbie Vickress

Conversation
Currency
Facilitating the unheard voices
and conflicts of Brexit.

59% of Britain’s believe government is not listening
to ‘people like them.’
Being unheard, overlooked and underestimated are the
reasons we, the not-so-United Kingdom, have landed
ourselves in the circus that we coined Brexit. However,
these societal divides were happening long before the
referendum vote, and even after our painful, drawnout realisation that the country is in trouble, these
divides are still not being addressed today. It’s not just
a case of Government neglecting citizens, but citizens
are neglecting each other. The definition of Brexit is no
longer defined as the Britain exiting the European Union,
but people abandoning compassion for each other.

Inspired by the frequently reported dinner table
conflicts post-referendum, and the ideologies
associated with alternative societies, critiques of
society and the responsibilities of intellectuals in social
change, Conversation Currency is an impartial ‘state’,
that facilitates dialogue without bias or assumption
and documents the splintering of our country and
our families. A ‘floating’ radio station, will tour the
country collecting and broadcasting conversations.
A sound post will exist permanently beyond the 3mile
catchment of the UK/Netherlands shoreline, making
it independent and therefore not accountable to any
traditional sovereignty. Conversations, conflicts and
questions amongst families and friends are facilitated,
broadcast and archived online for public access and
sent to decision makers in monthly instalments.
By making multiple dialogues and perspectives easily
accessible, Conversation Currency aims to highlight
and prioritise the anxiety around cultural and social
change and facilitate conversations about the difference
in perspectives and understanding around the country.
Although Brexit has been an absolute mess, this is
our mess. A mess born from a democratic system that
works and is taken seriously. I hope once the dust has
settled this will become a catalyst for something more
positive; perhaps there will be a rethink in UK politics,
or mainstream media ethics will be challenged. But
most of all I hope that through conversation we can
challenge our narrow perspectives of our country
and our fellow citizens, and have more meaningful
interaction with those close to us, about how they
perceive the world and why.

Bishopsgate Institute
Special Collections and Archives
Mondcivitan Republic, South East
https://www.bishopsgate.org.uk/Library/
Special-Collections-and-Archives

The Mondcivitan Republic was initiated by Hugh Schonfield in 1956, at
which time it was known as the Commonwealth of World Citizens. The
republic was conceived as a ‘servant-nation’, a nation without territory,
whose citizens across the world would work to promote peace and unity
in the aftermath of World War II. The Republic ran a craft shop, housing
association and a school from its headquarters in Delancey Street; it also
had its own national bank and currency (the ‘Mondo’).

28.03.2019

A conversation with family. The day before Brexit.
England and Wales, United Kingdom.
Me: What do you think is going to happen tomorrow?
Brother: I’m out.
Sister: Are you a leave?
Brother: As in I’m out of this conversation.
[group laugh]
Mother: I don’t think anything will happen tomorrow.
Father: No, it will all be rejected again tomorrow I think.
Sister: What did she say today? She said … if her thing
goes through she’ll resign? She’s kind of said you’re
either stuck with me or stuck with my deal. I don’t
know which ones worse. I think I’d rather be stuck
with her than a deal.
Me: Yeah, it’s tricky to decide, isn’t it, what is going to
be the best option? What would you like to happen if
you could have your ideal scenario?
Sister: To ditch it.
Me: What altogether?
Sister: Stay.
Mother: Not leave.
Father: I think we’ll leave eventually. It will go through.
Me: Yeah?
Father: With a deal.
Sister: Do you think it will go through tomorrow?
Father: I don’t know whether it will tomorrow.

If not tomorrow, by the end of next week. And I think
we’ll have a new Prime Minister by the end of… April.
[group laugh]
Sister: Dad’s got ambitions apparently!
Father: She’s said hasn’t she, if her deal is passed she
will resign. So, she’ll have to won’t she. We’ll end up
with a new prime minister to do all the deals.
Me: Who do you think it will be?
Sister: Who would you like to take over?
Mother: The point of her doing it is so that she would
sort it out, but it hasn’t been sorted out has it?
Me: No
Mother: So, you think another prime minister is going
to sort it out or we’ll still end up the same?
Sister: What Brexit as it is? What do you mean? She
won’t leave until Brexit goes through I think… or if she
gets voted out?
Me: And then she’ll leave once it’s gone through?
Sister: Yeah, I think she’ll go as soon as that’s happened.
Brother: What will happen to Europe when we do have
Brexit? When we leave?
Me: What will happen?
Brother: Yeah, what happens to the rest of Europe
when we leave?
Me: Probably nothing. They’re probably laughing at us.
Sister: Great big party yeah!
[group laugh]
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Father: It will all fall apart, because there will be other
countries going won’t there.
Sister: Do you think?
Father: They’ll all be looking to get out.
Me: No, I think that’s why the EU have made it so
difficult for us.
Sister: Yeah difficult to go… but won’t everyone leave
wanting the same open market kind of thing. Like they
have their own thing? So, everybody…
Mother: Well, I think that’s why it’s been so difficult
to leave because I think that once we leave, if we do
leave, I think other countries will follow.
Father: That’s why Europe don’t want us to leave and
they’ve made it so hard haven’t they. To stop it.
Sister: Yeah
Me: Do you think there should be another vote, another
referendum about whether or not we should leave?
Father: No
Mother: No
Sister: Really?
Father: I don’t think so.
Mother: Then what’s the point? People have voted
already and that’s their vote.
Sister: But don’t you think the first round of it was all
a bit misleading.
Mother: Yes. I think that was the point.
Sister: Well, yeah, I know that’s the point, but…

Brother: Do people know any better now? Do they
know any better to make a decision?
Sister: That’s very true.
Father: Basically, if we leave, this is when the dealing
will start. Won’t it? The sorting out. Because we don’t
know all the deals and that yet do we? We’ve got to
leave to put the deals in place.
Mother: But I thought the deals have to be put in place
before you can leave?
Sister: The deal with the EU, but how you sort yourself
out as a country… you can’t really see that until it
happens. Until we leave?
Father: No, once you leave there’s another two years isn’t
there. To sort out the deals? Is that what they are saying?
Brother: I don’t know. I don’t know. I think we’re
probably better to leave with a deal and unpick it
afterwards than…
Sister: …to go and not have anything…
Brother: …but then that’s us because we’re in England
and Wales, but if we were in Northern Island we’d
probably say something a bit different.
Father: Yeah, but Northern Island don’t want to leave
do they. That is the problem.
Brother: They are tricky though aren’t they. They’ve
got a boarder and we haven’t.
Father: The DUP are making it that difficult aren’t they.
Brother: But it makes sense for them.
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Father: Yeah?
Brother: They’re just thinking about Northern Ireland
and not thinking about the UK, are they?
Sister: Yeah, but that’s not really a bad thing for them
to do that? Well for us, yes, but for them…
Brother: No, no they’re trying to look after
themselves, but…
Me: What did you vote for?
Mother: To stay.
Sister: I voted remain.
Father: I voted out.
Brother: I voted remain, but if we had another vote
tomorrow I would vote out now…the majority made
the decision to leave at the start, and I’ve joined the
majority because that’s the whole point of why we had
the vote in the first place.
Me: I’ve been reading a lot about it and how they’d
done loads of poles and they actually think a second
referendum would give us the exact same result
because nothing has changed.
Father: Yeah democracy, isn’t it?
Brother: I don’t think we should have another vote.
I just think it’s gone on for too long now. People are
just fed up.
Me: Yeah, they just want it sorted.
Brother: Just think about how much money we’ve
probably spent on Brexit negotiations.

Me: God that’s not worth thinking about!
Mother: And we’ve got to pay to get out of the EU
as well then?
Me: What, like an exit fee?
Father: Well we’ve got to pay if we stop in. They will
clobber us if we stop in. They’ll want more money off
us I think.
Me: Do you reckon?
Father: Yeah, there’s how many countries in the
European Union now bankrupt? France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, no end of them. Greece. Isn’t there?
There’s tons of them.
Sister: That is true.
Father: We are bailing them out basically. And if we
go our… is it three-hundred-sixty-nine-billion pound
a year we put in? Where are they going to get that
money from? They’re not, because the other countries
can’t afford to put it in! Can they?
Brother: Germany probably can.
Mother: And how much have we got to pay to get out?
Me: I don’t know.
Brother: I don’t know. They were talking about thirtynine-billion or something weren’t they…
Mother: Oh, my goodness me. That’s crazy isn’t it.
Me: More money than sense.
Sister: Yeah
Mother: Yeah
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Brother: If you look at it, it’s huge to us, but if you
look at it….
Sister: … nothing to them really
Brother: Probably like writing a cheque for one
hundred-grand or something, maybe?
Sister: Probably like saying I’ll grab the bill at the end
of a night at Wetherspoon’s...
[group laugh]
Brother: Yeah, and you’ve always got that friend like
Greece that never pays...
[group laugh]
Brother: They’re a nice friend, you like having them
around, you like to go visit, but … they never pay for
the meal.

59% OF BRITAIN
THINKS GOVERNMENT
IS NOT LISTENING TO
‘PEOPLE LIKE THEM.’
HOW CAN VOICES BE
HEARD? WHO SHOULD
BE LISTENING?

https://www.edelman.com/trust-barometer

This publication marks a key moment in time,
connecting a period of the unforeseeable tumult
called Brexit, and the collaborative project
State of Unsettlement.
State of Unsettlement 29.03.2019 was published
on the day of Brexit. It is a captured moment
of work in progress for the collective, featuring
documentation of our journey thus far through
Brexit. It contains a collection of eight project
proposals by various creatives, all with the
ambition to use our creative practices to
contribute towards or facilitate alternative
views on our current social climate.

